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 Mass Murderers have been a commonality within populations for centuries. Even far back as the  

Middle Ages there have been claims of an “ancient murderer who supposedly killed over six hundred  

boys” (1). It cannot be helped that in a world of over a billion people that some find pleasure or  

fulfillment in their acts of mutilating innocent lives. Although there is a great variety in what kind of  

people kill, and how and who they kill, there does seem to be a special few that catch the attention of  

everyone at once. These few commit there atrocities with seemingly no purpose, no motive and even  

more disturbing, they seem to do it without even the slightest suspicion, as they go on with their day to  

day lives living a life of secrecy. Jack Levin and James Alan Fox wrote a book called “Mass Murder:  

America’s Growing Menace” and in the study they observed up to forty-two mass killers and actually  

composed a profile of a mass murderer (2). A few points are that the person is usually of Caucasian  

ethnicity, in his twenties or thirties, and their motivation can range from jealousy to lust. Usually the  

killer has a clean or slightly” spotty “criminal record and also has pent up rage that can be triggered by a  

particular event; also they rarely suffer from a mental illness. The most chilling point in the profile  

however is how the mass murderer is “extraordinary ordinary”(2) and keeps a common man’s profile in  

effort to lure suspicion away from them. The scarier thought is how perfect this description fit the now  

infamous Jeffery Dahmer and the horrible crimes he committed against his seventeen victims.  

 Jeffery Lionel Dahmer was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on May 21, 1960 to Lionel and Joyce  

Dahmer. His father was a Ph.D. in Analytical Chemistry and his mother was a homemaker. The  

upbringing of a child plays a crucial role in who they are in the future, so of course many criminal  

psychologists debated over how much of an impact his childhood had on Dahmer.  Jeffery grew up in a  

rather solitary manner, always playing in the woods near his home by himself doing who knows what.  

Many speculate that this isolated childhood grew into an obsession of never wanting to be “alone” as he  

would tell investigators far later in his life. Jeffery’s father also claimed that when he was eight, a  

“neighborhood boy had sexually molested him” (1) which is a claim that Dahmer would never whole  



heartedly admit to officials. Childhood molestation often leads to many psychological problems later in  

life and also causes many sexuality issues that the victim cannot readily deal with without some sort of  

help or counseling. In school many of his fellow classmates found him “funny” yet “odd” at the same  

time, there was something a little unusual about the little Dahmer boy, as he was known to laugh when  

people were hurt instead of help. By the time Jeffery was done with middle school, he had already  

begun to find an escape in alcohol to drive away his loneliness. By the age of fourteen Dahmer had  

actually started down a path of alcoholism and was “actually drinking to get drunk”(2). This coupled with  

the interest he had in dissolving the flesh of animals he found in the woods behind his house with a mix  

of acids he experimented with was a track going down the wrong way. Dahmer was also enamored with  

receiving as much attention as he could which he found by doing strange dares and stunts. One prank  

that “psychiatrists and legal experts” would look at very closely many years later is in a picture in  

Dahmer’s senior year yearbook where he snuck into the National Honor Society picture as a joke (since  

he was an average student at best), a group that the experts believed he longed to join since being in it  

would make his parents proud. The school would then later blur Dahmer out of the picture completely,  

an action that must have dealt a blow to his ego. Probably the biggest cause of Dahmer’s issues later in  

life was the ugly divorce of his parents. His mother and father fought over custody of Jefferery’s younger  

brother David, leaving Jeffery feeling left out and unwanted. All his life Dahmer had felt alone, and with  

the pressures of the real world arising after high school he must have felt lonelier than ever. Experts  

(police and psychiatrists) claim “that the paramount thing that triggered Dahmers towering, murderous  

rage was simply not wanting people to leave him” (1).  This claim, and the debate whether or not  

Dahmers childhood had an impact on him, cannot be proven more clearer than in Jeffery Dahmers first  

murder on June 18, 1978 when he was 18. Again Jeffery was alone, so he decided to find a friend. He  

found a hitchhiker named Steven Hicks, 19, who he invited to his house to drink. They hung out for a  

while until Hicks made the crucial mistake of wanting to leave. This sent Dahmer in an outrage so he  

suffocated Hicks, dismembered his body, peeled of the flesh and spread the parts and bones across  



several yards in the woods. Dahmers first murder was an accumulation of the loneliness, alcoholism,  

and resentment that coated his childhood and from this life formed the concealed monster of Jeffery  

Dahmer.  

 As years followed from his first monstrous event, Dahmer went through a variety of changes in  

his life. His mother Joyce left him and took his brother to California, he dropped out of the Ohio State  

University after a binge drinking filled semester, and then was forced to enlist into the army by his  

father shortly after Christmas. Jeffery was trained as a medical specialist and learned quite a deal about  

human anatomy, which of course he used to aid in dismembering the remaining sixteen victims he  

would come into contact with. Yet again the booze had got the best of Dahmer while stationed in  

Germany, fellow soldiers complained of his constant drunk spells which were filled with “fights”,  

“hangovers” and “missed duty days” and also had “eruptions of racist epithets” (2) which later led many  

to believe, after Dahmer had been arrested for his murders, that he indeed was a racist considering that  

most of his seventeen victims (eleven to be exact) were African American. This claim deepened with old  

fellow inmates claiming that Dahmer confided in them saying how he “hated black people and would  

like to kill a thousand of them”(2). Whether or not these claims are true, Dahmer, in a” face to face”  

meeting with Theresa Smith (sister of victim Edward Smith) proclaims that he “liked the way he looked”  

and that Smith, in an interview with CBS This Morning said “One of the things he wanted to make very  

clear is that he is not a prejudiced person” and that he seemed “sincere” in saying so (3). Although he  

seemed genuine when saying this, let us not forget that this is the same man who was able to convince  

two policemen that the fourteen year old Laotian boy whom he was about to rape and kill that had  

escaped, was just his drunk gay lover who was just angry. Dahmer was able to manipulate the whole  

situation and keep the boy with him, who was then later murdered and dismembered, so his statements  

should be taken with a grain of salt. However the main question here is whether or not Jeffery Dahmer  

was a full blown racist. Many would agree that he was, looking at his victims that does seem the case,  

however you must look at how Dahmer was dealing with his sexuality issues and that simply he was just  



more attracted to the black race. Most of his murders included having sex with the victims beforehand  

and then strangling them, so he would only bring home victims he was physically attracted to. So no  

Jeffery Dahmer was not a racist, he simply had a fetish for African American men and took out his sexual  

rage by dismembering their bodies and eating their hearts or arms and claimed that it gave him “sexual  

satisfaction” in doing so (3).  

 After being discharged from the Army for “excessive drinking” (1) Dahmer became sort of a  

drifter as he randomly found himself amongst the sun and palm trees of south Florida. Soon his father  

got wind of his son’s discharge and ordered him back to West Allis, Wisconsin to live with his  

grandmother, Catherine Dahmer. It is here that Dahmer began his deadly and strange trail. Almost as  

soon as he got there he secured a job at a chocolate factory, a child’s fantasy,  a very ironic profession  

considering a few months later he was caught flashing a couple of young boys who then reported him to  

the police. Dahmer was convicted of disorderly conduct on March 10, 1987, but more surprisingly is that  

his grandmother with whom he lived with knew nothing of the charge (1). This fact alone is quite  

debatable considering that while Dahmer stayed with his grandma, he seduced and slaughtered three  

innocent men right in her basement. In later years the family would report that his grandmother saw  

Jeffery in the basement with “a young black man” and that “the black man fell down and hit his head”,  

which brings up another question: if Catherine Dahmer did see all this suspicious behavior and  

“complained to Lionel and Shari Dahmer about some of the goings-on at her house”(1), why did she not  

do anything to get to the crux of the problem? Catherine even noticed a “sticky smell” throughout the  

home and still just sat placidly by while the murders of her grandson continued. Of course Jeffery being  

a necrophiliac murderer was probably the last thought on her mind, however considering some of his  

past actions of burning off the flesh of dead animals, maybe some suspicion was needed. If Catherine  

would’ve taken some sort of action with her grandson or even paid attention to him, be a part of his life,  

then maybe his monstrous actions could’ve been curtailed or even stopped. Again Catherine Dahmer  

was just another person who failed to see the inner monster of Jeffery Dahmer. After six years and three  



murders, Mr. Dahmer got himself his own place, and there the real bloodshed began. 

Another debate that has gone on about the life of Jeffery Dahmer was the fact that he was able  

to do all these horrible crimes yet still be on and off probationary periods. According to the Lectric Law  

Library the legal definition of Probation is “The release into the community of a defendant who has been  

found guilty of a crime, typically under certain conditions, such as paying a fine, doing community  

service or attending a drug treatment program”. Dahmer had several instances of being on probation,  

the first stemming from his disorderly conduct charge and then another after his arrest and  

imprisonment of molesting a 13 year old child. In both periods Dahmer was required to check in with his  

officer through a telephone call or going in for interviews. However “in a pattern that would be repeated  

for years, the officers themselves never went to see him, staying deskbound rather than personally  

investigating his living arrangements” (1). This one factor may be the sole reason that Dahmers  

murderous tirade had not been noticed before. For if they had gone to his grandmother’s home, or to  

his home in the Oxford apartments, they could’ve been able to detect the strange smell of decaying  

flesh wafting through the air, or seen the collection of skulls and other miscellaneous body parts that  

Jeffery practically decorated his home with. If the probation officers had not given Jeffery such a lenient  

time during his probation periods then maybe Dahmers destructive path could’ve been stopped. Others  

may argue that there was no way that any probation officer could’ve seen these events happening,  

however in a string of probationary interviews over the course of five years conducted by his probation  

officer Donna Chester there are very startling clues. In the beginning of the interviews Dahmer seemed  

already very “down” citing that family problems were the source of his grief. Soon his reasons began to  

change, ranging from money issues, to working too many long hours. In every meeting Chester had to  

reevaluate his supervision level, and every time she wrote “maximum”, yet no house visits were ever  

made to the Oxford Apartments. Another trait of Dahmer was how well he could separate himself from  

his monstrous personality and talk to Chester as if he had not murdered someone the night before, that  

fact alone did keep officials from thinking that he was a lunatic, yet the constant talk of suicide and the  



fact the Chester noticed “there was nothing positive and good in his life” should have been some sort of  

hint that there was something not right about Jeffery. Though all these traits should have been good  

enough reason to investigate Dahmer’s personal life, the biggest one came during “his first murder of  

1991 and it came on a Monday when he was scheduled to report to his probation officer”(1), he didn’t  

even take the time to call Chester to cancel. That right there should have been the green light to go  

ahead and see what Dahmer was up to, but yet again no one did anything to investigate. All in all the  

authorities had several chances to see what was going on with Dahmer and they did nothing, so the  

probationary program had failed not only Dahmer and rehabilitating him, but it also failed every  

innocent victim who’s life Jeffery had taken.  

 The most controversial event of the Dahmer killings happened on a Monday night, on May 27,  

1991. Two women were outside when they noticed a disoriented and naked Asian boy running in the  

street, his legs were covered in blood which was coming from his anus. They tried to speak to him but he  

could not say a word, only inaudible mumbles when suddenly Dahmer, returning from a store to get  

beer, found them in the street and tried to take the boy back home. The girls, who were quite  

suspicious, refused to let him go and called the police who showed up to the scene several minutes  

later. The three cops, who just wanted to get this cleaned up as fast as possible, decided to take the two  

males back to Dahmer’s apartment, however the two girls pleaded with the officers to talk to them and  

use them as witnesses. The policemen simply told them to leave and that they were not needed, so the  

girls went back him and told there mother, Glenda Cleveland the whole incident, which resulted in a  

now famous 911 call that shows the policemen on the scene not caring about her suspicions. When the  

group got to Dahmer’s apartment, Jeffery instantly switched up his personality, making him seem like a  

happy, sociable person and telling the cops the whole scene was a misunderstanding between himself  

and his drunken nineteen year old boyfriend. He even provided the cops with his own identification and  

pictures of the boy in his underwear. The Laotian boy was too drugged up to be able to defend himself  

and just sat quiet on a couch. The officers made a couple crucial mistakes. One, they did not bother  



going into the apartment because if they did they would have smelled the rotting flesh, and seen the  

body parts of past victims, two, they didn’t even bother running background checks on either Dahmer or  

the boy because if they did, the officers would’ve seen that Dahmer was a convicted child molester on  

probation and taken him away right there, and finally three, they simply “wrote it off as an argument  

between a couple gays, got back into their cars, and drove away”(1), leaving a monster and his prey.   

Soon after the “butchery” of Dahmer was found out, then the real debate began over discrimination as  

Glenda Cleveland went to the news about the incident and the whole city of Milwaukee went into an  

outrage, especially the ethnic population who claimed that racial and sexual discrimination caused the  

cops to overlook such procedural measures. They claimed that had Dahmer not been white, that the  

white cops would’ve immediately ran a background check and what made it worse is that the victim was  

a “brother of colored skin” (1). Soon after the incident was discovered, the three officers were  

suspended from the force and later had “administrative charges against them for failing to conduct a  

proper investigation”(1). Although the cops may not have been racist, they did not handle the incident  

professionally, even laughing when calling in the incident to headquarters, joking about the two “gays”  

they just interrogated. As author Dan Davis would so eloquently put it, “the incident will be forever  

linked not only to the history of mass murder, but to an understanding of the investigative procedures  

used by white police checking into incident involving homosexuals and members of minority  

communities” (1). This was just another incident of how subconscious discrimination played a  

crucial role in how Jeffery Dahmer never got caught, cause after all he was “extraordinary ordinary” (2). 

 Lionel Dahmer had been there from the start. Even when Jeffery was four, Lionel could  

remember his son playing with small animal bones that he had swept from under the house, and could  

see the fascination and enjoyment his son found in holding the bones, “ I can no longer view it simply as  

a childish episode, a passing fascination. This same sense of something dark and shadowy, of a malicious  

force growing in my son, now colors almost every memory”(4). This contemplation of past memories  

now haunts his father, who now remembers various signs in his son that something was wrong, long  



before any murder was committed. After a surgery to fix his double hernia, Lionel noticed how his once  

exuberant son now “grew more inward, sitting quietly for long periods, hardly stirring, his face oddly  

motionless” (4).  However Jeffery’s father notes that the biggest change in his son came shortly after  

they moved from Iowa to Ohio, where the little Dahmer, being transplanted to a whole new unfamiliar  

area, became much more shy and insecure. Lionel, a Chemist himself, even provided the little Dahmer  

boy a chemistry set, having no idea that Jeffery would go on to learn what kind of acids dissolved flesh  

the fastest  off animals, and then humans and also what chemicals could make a person pass out in an  

instant, a potion he would later use on almost all his victims. Probably the most serious sign that his son  

had a problem, was when he was still living with his grandmother. Lionel had come by the house after  

Catherine Dahmer complained of the strange actions of Jeffery. When Lionel discovered the smell and  

“odoriferous residue” in the basement, his son told him an elaborate story of using chemicals to tear  

away the flesh off of dead animals. Obviously Lionel did not want to believe any worse of an action his  

son could’ve committed so he “bought” the story and told him that he may have a “screw loose” (1),  

another sign that Lionel decided to ignore.  Later in life, after Jeffery was convicted of second degree  

sexual assault on a 13 year old child (the older brother of the Laotian child who was killed by Dahmer),  

“Lionel made his most forceful attempt to date to alter the destructive past that his eldest son was  

taking” (1) by writing a “heart-wrenching” plea to force his son to go through alcoholism treatment  

because he had “Tremendous reservations” about his son if help was not given. The next day, Jeffery  

was released from prison and the rest is history. Lionel did acknowledge in the letter that his son’s  

conscience had “died, or never been there in the first place” but that he could not be saved alone.  

Lionel’s support of his son was unfathomable, even after being arrested for the murders of various  

people, Lionel continued to pay his legal fees and provide support. It’s debatable whether or not Lionel  

Dahmer could’ve saved his son from going down such a monstrous road in life. Perhaps if he had taken  

some of the signs when he was younger, such as playing with dead animals, or experimenting with  

chemicals, a little more seriously and taken Jeffery for some psychological treatment then maybe there  



would’ve been a chance for salvation, however Dahmer could’ve been a victim of psychopathic  

schizophrenia, a disease where you have at least another personality, and what many doctors believe is  

that the other personality has no conscience; that they only do things to please themselves, which in  

Dahmers case is a realistic possibility, but no test was ever conducted on Dahmer to diagnose the  

problem. At the end of it all, Lionel stood right alongside his son, throughout the trials and interviews,  

yet maybe he was the only person that could’ve prevented his son from going through any of it. 

 The horror of Jeffery Dahmer finally came to an end on the night of July 22, 1991. It started off  

as any other murder Dahmer had committed; he went to a bar, flirted with any attractive men he could  

receive any attention from, propositioned them to come to his home and take some pictures for cash,  

then seduced the victim while also lacing a beverage to give them with his infamous drug potion that  

could probably even knock a rhino unconscious. Only something went wrong. After failing to successfully  

cuff Edward with both cuffs and a strange series of events where Dahmer made his victim, Tracy  

Edwards, dance nude and watch his favorite movie The Exorcist, came the point where Dahmer said it  

was time for him to “Cut out his heart and eat it” (1), but with the effects of the potion not so potent on  

Edwards, he mustered up enough strength to punch a blow to Dahmer’s face, and instinctively followed  

with a kick to the stomach, and from there Tracy Edwards was on a race for his life. He managed to get  

out into the street where miraculously there was a patrol car circling the block. Edward jumped in front  

of the car and then started telling his tale of the horrendous “blond” man in the Oxford Apartments. The  

policemen took Tracy to back to the apartment, where they were greeted by the now much sane and  

calm looking Jeffery Dahmer. The police demanded the key for the handcuffs on Edwards, which  

would’ve meant that Dahmer would have stop blocking the view of inside his apartment and go get the  

key in his room, which would’ve exposed the body parts and blood. Dahmer “refused” the request and  

then began to resist the policemen until he was taken down to the ground and under arrest. The officers  

soon discovered the monster that was Jeffery Dahmer. At first the two policemen only saw some photos  

of naked men and a couple saws, but once they got a whiff of the horrible stench of decomposition and  



then the bloodstains they knew something was horribly wrong in the apartment. Soon they found a  

dismembered head in the refrigerator, along with various cuts of human meat in the freezer. A big blue  

barrel filled with acids and decaying flesh stood in the bedroom along with various human remains  

“decorating” the walls and tables. The officers immediately began booking Jeffery Lionel Dahmer and  

calling in for back up. The amazing thing about the Dahmer arrest was that it virtually came about by a  

psycho killer’s one mistake, which was letting one escape. Imagine if Tracy Edwards hadn’t escaped and  

was just another helpless victim, Jeffery’s murderous streak (which had started in 1978 and ended in  

1991, accounting for seventeen deaths) would’ve gone on for much longer. Dahmer was a secretive type  

killer, meaning that the public had no knowledge of a person luring victims to his home for sexual and  

murderous atrocities, unlike Charles Manson for example, who held one of the biggest cities in the U.S.  

“in sheer terror” while he slowly accumulated victims (1). Everyone knew about Manson, while no one  

even heard of the name “Jeffery Dahmer” until the day after he was arrested. Even some of Dahmer’s  

actions didn’t have as strong as an impact on the public because they already happened, it was  

“history”, and that everything was okay now that he was caught. No one would figure out until months  

later that his arrest was a complete accident, which even at that very moment there could be people  

committing similar atrocities without anyone noticing. The Dahmer arrest was a shocking blow to the  

psyche of not just a community, but to a nation as well.  

 The trial of Jeffery Lionel Dahmer was filled with shocking and disturbing discoveries and  

confessions of a deeply disturbed man. Originally Dahmer’s lawyer, Gerald Boyle, plead innocent,  

however Jeffery decided to change the plea to guilty, but also plead insane (which would mean he  

would serve his time in a psychiatric ward instead of a prison cell).This meant that” his task was to  

convince the jury that Dahmer was crazy, because only an insane person would do the things he did." (1)     

The prosecutor, Michael McCann, was determined to show the jury that Dahmer was not insane, but  

instead was totally aware of his actions and was just “an evil psychopath who lured his victims and  

murdered them in cold blood”(4).  McCann brought up very convincing points to show Dahmer was fully  



aware of what he was doing, including showing how neither in the Army or that brief quarter at Ohio  

State University did he commit any murders at all and also using excerpts from Dahmers own confession  

to show that he did know what he was doing, reading aloud “It’s hard to believe that a human being  

could have done what I’ve done, but I know I did it”(4). This single sentence from a lengthy confession  

may have been the most crucial sentence in the whole case because it showed that Dahmer had full  

capability of knowing that he had killed those people. Dahmer created devious plans and used his  

manipulative powers to take advantage of innocent lives, and these facts also became well known to the  

jury. Although Dahmer seemed like a nice, genuine and even handsome character, as he sat quietly in  

the courtroom, it was hard to believe that such an ordinary man was responsible for such gruesome  

events. Even Anne Schwartz, a reporter for the local paper, was astounded as she watched Dahmer  

through the trials progression saying “I heard him read his statement to the court calmly and eloquently,  

and I wondered how easily I could have been conned” (4). The jury however was not as easily fooled by  

the killer’s façade, and charged him with all fifteen counts of murder (the other two victims would be  

found out later and added to his prison term) which was fifteen life sentences, or 957 years, in a  

correctional facility. The terror of Jeffery Dahmer had come to an end. 

 Dahmer’s life was filled with blood, and unknowingly that’s how his life would end as well.  

During the couple of years in prison, where Dahmer was a “model” prisoner, his life had very many ups  

and downs. During a church service in the prison, a Cuban inmate actually tried slicing the throat of  

Dahmer with a sharpened end of a toothbrush, yet he was left with only a scratch. This is where many  

conspiracy theories about Dahmers later death would begin. The authorities of the prison usually isolate  

any prisoner whose life is in danger while being in the public with the rest of the inmates, however they  

did not do so with Dahmer citing that the cannibalistic killer said that he was fine and “at no undue risk”  

(4). Many argue that the Cuban, who Dahmer had never seen before, had connections outside the  

prison and was ordered to deliver a hit on Dahmer by one of the victims’ relatives, others say the Cuban  

tried to do it simply to be deported back to Cuba.  However while tensions rose over the new cell mate,  



Dahmer was receiving offers from reporters and news stations to do interviews and appear on live  

television alongside his father Lionel, who had recently put out a book about the life of the monstrous  

killer. This in the end would be one of Dahmers inevitable downfalls, as he was telling the whole world  

about the atrocities he committed, but he wasn’t just sharing his tale with those viewing from homes  

across America, inmates in his very prison were also learning about this tall, white man’s murder of  

eleven  African Americans and this did not go well with many, one specific person being Christopher  

Scarver. Scarver was in prison for first degree murder and also “described as delusional, schizophrenic,  

and manic depressive, and who claimed to be the million year old son of God” (1). This led to an episode  

that shocked and confused many who learned of the incident. On November 28, 1993, Dahmer was put  

to work on mop duty in the bathroom, however he was paired up with the dangerous, and angry Scarver  

who had heard of Dahmers past crimes. The prison guard left Scarver, Dahmer and Jesse Anderson (who  

was in prison for killing his wife then telling officials it was a black man) alone for 20 minutes to clean,  

and when he returned he immediately saw an unconscious Jeffery Dahmer face down in a pool of his  

own blood. Anderson was also discovered with fatal wounds in the shower. The only explanation was  

Scarver and a bloody broom stick. Again, this successful attack on Dahmer’s life came with much  

scrutiny as people theorized different reasons why Dahmer was put with such an unstable figure such as  

Scarver. Some believe it was a plan by the minority security guards to get rid of a couple racists, others  

believe someone paid off the prison warden to get the three together, yet others simply believe that it  

was fate, that Jeffery Dahmer’s karma finally got back to him.  

 The Jeffery Dahmer story was one of a human turning into a real life monster. Dahmer was born  

as normal as any other child, yet the way his life affected him was quite different. The loneliness that  

plagued him since his adolescence, grew in him life a dark sprout of evil, and as years went by it began  

to consume him. You can tell how it got worse and worse by seeing the separation of time between his  

murders. At first it was years, then it became months, then finally he managed to cram seven deaths in a  

span of three months. As with most killers, Dahmer was constantly surrounded by his own isolation,  



never reaching out to anyone as a friend, always working late shift hours with minimal contact with the  

outside world, Dahmer even severed ties with most of his family, citing that he felt too “different” than  

the rest of his kin. Dahmer’s thirst of always wanting to be in control (considering he never had any in  

his whole life, not even over himself) most likely came from when he was young and his family  

constantly moved without his consent and how his parents had divorced without him even having any  

input. This want of control then spilled into dark urges of having complete control over another being,  

which he satisfied by drugging his victims and doing unfathomable things to them. He loved the power  

that he held over these people, that he was in sole custody of their lives, and to him that was a complete  

turn on. The cannibalism that Dahmer is widely known for is actually an interesting symbol of never  

wanting to be alone. Dahmer was rejected and left alone so many times in his life; by his mother, his  

grandmother who didn’t want him living with her, the Army and even his job. Dahmer satiated his fear  

of being alone by consuming his victims hearts, arms, legs, etc. all the while believing that once he ate  

them he would never be alone again, that they will always be there inside of him. Dahmer even went so  

far as to keeping legs, arms, faces, skulls all around his apartment, sort of like how a family puts up  

pictures of other family members, to Dahmer all his victims were his friends with whom he’d be with  

forever. What is different about Dahmer is that he was able to continue his murders for so long with his  

talent of almost being able to switch his demeanor like a light switch. Dahmer would approach a victim  

as a fun loving, kind and funny person, but by the time he had the man in his home his eyes would go  

empty and as Tracy Edwards, the victim who got away, would famously say “His face was completely  

changed. I wouldn’t have recognized him. It was if the devil himself stood in front of me.” (1), this trait  

alone was even responsible for manipulating the policemen who had the first crack at nabbing Dahmer.  

He was just that good. The early alcoholism in Jeffery’s life also was a compounding factor of the horrors  

of Jeffery Dahmer. At first alcohol symbolized Dahmer’s escape from the world of which he hated, a  

chance of forgetting how lonely he was and all the problems he had. In the beginning it acted almost as  

a buffer between Jeffery and the monster he would soon become. Soon, alcohol simply became a  



catalyst for unfortunate events to occur in Dahmer’s life, like his dropping out of college and discharge  

from the military. Alcohol would then become a main weapon in a deadly arsenal of tricks Dahmer used  

to lure victims, as he would always start by getting the person quite inebriated before introducing his  

potion and then unleash his rage. Alcohol symbolized the rise and fall of Dahmer, as it helped him cope  

in the beginning, and then finally led to his inevitable fall as he became too careless, too stress free to be  

killing numbers of people. Jeffery Dahmer was born a human, but undeniably he died a monster. 


